RECAP IQ SERIES
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
This collection of frequently asked questions (FAQ) provides brief
answers to many common questions about the Recap IQ Series of
enhanced visualization and analytical tools.
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1. Why am I no longer able to access the site after
upgrading/switching my computer?
Sometimes when you get a new computer or upgrade your current
computer, your certificate can be deleted or become invalid. Simply
call or email us to request a new certificate. Please provide your full
name, the name of your company, and your email address in the
message.
2.	How do I add or switch users on my account?
It is very simple to add or switch users on your account. You, or the
administrator on your account, should contact us. Upon approval
from the administrator on your account, your account can be
updated or switched. Please provide the new user’s full name,
title, phone, and email address.
3.	Has DEAL builder™ replaced the rDNA database?
Yes, the Deal Builder database is an upgrade from the rDNA
database. It includes more search functionality and is designed to
be easier to navigate. Recap will attempt to contact current rDNA
users to offer training on the Deal Builder database. If you require
immediate assistance, please contact us.
4.	How do I upgrade my Recap Basic account?
To upgrade your Recap IQ Basic Account to Deal Builder, contact
us. Please provide your full name, the name of your company, and
your email address.
5.	How do I upgrade my DEAL builder account?
To upgrade your Deal Builder account to Deal Builder +
VALUATION analyzer, contact us. Please provide your full name,
the name of your company, and your email address.
6.	Do you offer complimentary training on Recap IQ?
Yes, we offer complimentary demonstrations and online tutorials
to assist you with navigating the Recap IQ Series. Please contact
us for more information or to schedule a demonstration.
7. When performing a free text search in the text
string box, does Recap IQ use Boolean logic?
Yes, you may use the following Boolean operators: AND, OR to
perform searches in the subject text search.
8. In the date field, why are there two dates associated
with one alliance?
If there are two dates separated by a dash, the first date is the
date of signing and the second date is the date of the most recent
amendment.
9. In DEVELOPMENT optimizer™, why do later phases
occur before earlier phases for some products? For
instance, sometimes Phase II occurs before Phase I or
Phase I occurs before FDA IND.
Very often companies conduct trials outside the United States,
and pending positive results of those trials, will go on to submit
an IND with the US FDA. Geographic location is always captured
within the clinical trial(s). There are also times when companies
go back a phase to conduct trials with a different dose of the same
drug or in a different patient population.

10.	How is “Deal Size” defined when referring to the size
of a deal in the Alliance Search Builder database?
This field lists the overall alliance size as reported in press
releases or as determined from SEC-filed contracts.
A figure initially reported in a press release may include every
possible pre-commercial payment that could be made by the
Client to the R&D partner, often including payments that have
a low probability of occurrence. In cases where we are unable to
obtain enough financial detail from hard sources to conduct our
own analysis, this value may be a simple reporting of the alliance
partners’ own estimation of the deal size in a press release.
When we are able to access the complete financial detail for
an agreement, we calculate the deal size by adding the upfront
payments, adjusted milestone payments, research spending,
committed equity purchases, and loans. The goal is to try and
eliminate potential “overstatements” of the alliance size figure.
11. What does it mean when I see a comma separating
company names in the Client or R&D field?
A comma in the Client or R&D field means either:
1) That both of those parties were signatories to the alliance; or
2) One of the companies was acquired by the company coming
after the comma. Recap IQ includes both company names in
the field to preserve the “chain of control,” especially when
there is a third acquirer.
For example, Berlex was acquired by Schering AG. After that
acquisition, we would have put Schering AG in the R&D Parent
field of all of Berlex’s deals. Then, when Schering AG was acquired
by Bayer, we moved Schering AG over to the R&D field (now
reading “Berlex, Schering AG”), and then put Bayer in the R&D
Parent field.
For more information
Learn how Recap can help you do a good deal faster,
visit www.recap.com
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